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Abstract

Large amounts of data are created within online community sites (forums, blogs, etc.). These can serve as a valuable source of information for web users, and usually contain rich meta-information. Most of this information is stored in relational databases, but unfortunately remains locked into these databases and cannot be used by other applications.

The SIOC project is aimed at providing guidelines for making this information available on the Web and for using this information for connecting online community sites together. SIOC aims to let other sites know more about the structure and contents of online communities, and to make more use of tagging and semantic metadata in these sites.

This position paper describes the approach we have adopted for making online community site data available in RDF from many applications, and we will illustrate it through the example of a SIOC export tool for b2evolution blog engine. As opposed to extracting data directly from a relational database, we attempt to tie our RDF data producers into the associated application logic for each system and reuse built-in functions and APIs where possible to generate RDF data.

1. Introduction

The “Social Web” contains large volumes of content (blog posts, reviews, etc.) posted on online community sites (such as blogs, wikis and bulletin boards). These sites allow users to gather online, create content and enter into discussions. They contain rich metadata about content items and people creating them but most of this data are locked in HTML markup and not available for reuse without “scraping” the markup. In order to facilitate intelligent reuse of the information contained within these sites we need a data format that better suited for the task.

Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities (SIOC) [Breslin2005] is a project aimed at interconnecting online community sites by making their information available in a machine-readable form. A rich data model is needed if we are to express full information about the content and structure of these sites. The SIOC project defines an ontology for describing this information in RDF and provides several open source SIOC RDF exporters. Online community sites typically run content management systems (CMSs) which consist of a relational database (e.g., MySQL) and a presentation layer for displaying content to visitors. If that is the case, the task of a SIOC export tool is to retrieve information from a relational database and export it in RDF.

This position paper is based on the experience of SIOC developers community in exporting RDF from online community sites. We describe an application logic based or indirect approach for exporting RDF, used by many SIOC export tools, and illustrate it on the example of a SIOC exporter for b2evolution blog engine. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes characteristics of online community sites; Section 3 identifies different approaches for exposing relational databases in RDF; Section 4 illustrates our approach on an example of a SIOC RDF export tool; and Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Characteristics of Online Community Sites

The following characteristics of online community sites make the indirect approach described in this paper well-suited for them.

**Extensible.** Most of the online community site engines are built to be extensible and provide well-documented APIs for use by plugin developers. Most of them are also open source (b2evolution, Drupal, B2evolution, etc.). This enables us to use functions and API calls provided when building RDF export tools.

**Dynamically Evolving.** At the same time these engines may have very fast development cycles with approximately one major release per year and often many more minor version changes. While these changes may affect both the database schema and public APIs, the latter is usually kept stable. Changes to the functions and APIs to be used by other developers are kept to minimum and well documented. The same is not always true for database schema changes.

**Large installation base**, all over the Web. This software has many installations by web users who are not experts in software development. These users may still want to enable RDF export from their sites provided that this functionality is simple to install and does not require a large effort or specific knowledge. Many people use web hosting providers which may limit what software they are allowed to install.

Most of these sites currently store their data in relational databases and therefore the task of expressing information from these sites in RDF can be viewed as a special case of expressing relational database data in RDF. The characteristics described above may make it challenging to use other approaches such as direct mappings from relational databases to RDF because of a high risk of database structure changes, limitations of web hosting providers, etc. At the same time the extensible, open-source nature of these content management systems make it possible to access data at a higher abstraction level, using existing application logic.

3. Methods for Exposing Relational Databases in RDF

We will consider two approaches for exposing relational databases in RDF – direct (mappings from relational database schema) and indirect (using the application logic to access data).

**Direct Mapping.** Most of existing work for exposing relational databases in RDF [Bizer2006, Erling2006, TimBL2006], consider direct mappings from relation database schema to RDF. This generic approach can be useful in many cases, but in the case of online community sites it may lead to difficulties in keeping up with changes in the database structure and also in installation and use by inexperienced users.

**Using the Application Logic to Access Data.** In this position paper we describe an approach adopted by many SIOC export tools – using APIs and the application logic provided by content management systems as a source of information to be exported in RDF. Authors of CMS software are encouraging developers of plugins to use these APIs and not to access the database directly. By doing so the developers of RDF export applications are shielded from any changes to the storage layer as long as the interface remains the same, and can deploy their applications as simple plugins for content management systems.

In a generic scenario you may not always have a choice and direct access to the database can be the only solution. The characteristics of web applications described above enable another option by providing APIs and function calls for access to data. By using application logic to retrieve data we can also make use of caching, data access protection and other functionality built into the
To further abstract from specific solutions we can consider two choices – using direct access to the database vs. using the application logic to access data, and declarative vs. procedural method of converting data to RDF:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Declarative</th>
<th>Procedural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct (database)</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect (application logic)</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of existing methods using direct mappings from database schema to RDF correspond to Quadrant I on this table. A generic problem setting allows to create generic solutions and separate software doing the mapping from the mappings themselves. Some of the existing solutions may also be in Quadrant II, but this distinction is not of particular interest for this paper.

Quadrant III (a hybrid approach) - generating RDF by declaring rules for mapping data accessed via the application logic - may be interesting for future exploration.

Quadrant IV represents the method described in this paper – using a procedural approach and existing application logic to access data. This indirect approach is application specific (unless there is a standard API used by all applications) and can be more difficult to express in a declarative form.

While direct mappings can achieve greater performance they may require more maintenance because they do not use the application logic and database access abstraction layer already provided by many applications.

4. Example: SIOC export plugin for b2evolution

The SIOC initiative provides on the one hand a SIOC Core Ontology (W3C member submission published on July 31, 2007 [1]) that can be used to describe information about contents and structure of online community sites in RDF, and secondly, several SIOC export applications for blogs, forums, and mailing lists [2]. SIOC API for PHP was also created in order to make development of such SIOC plugins and exporters as easy as possible. It shields developers from technical details of how information is represented in RDF – they are operating at the level of SIOC concepts instead. Thus, developers only have to extract content from the database (handled by the internal logic of CMS) and pass it to the API that will render RDF data.

The architecture of b2evolution's SIOC export plugin (Figure 1) illustrates the application logic based approach. Information is contained in a MySQL database. The plugin uses existing b2evolution's functions to access information in the database, which is then passed to a SIOC export API for PHP to generate RDF/XML output.
Sometimes an API call needed for the SIOC exporter is not provided by the CMS engine. Then we have to “fall back” to accessing the database directly. For example, SIOC export plugins for b2evolution and WordPress each contain one direct query to the database, in both cases having to do with user account information. In our experience such code is the first to break as the CMS engine evolves. A possible solution is to eliminate direct database access by asking CMS developers to include API calls for requesting the required information.

5. Conclusion

This position paper described an approach adopted by many SIOC RDF export tools – using the application logic provided by content management systems in order to access data stored within a relational database and generate RDF data. When compared with a traditional approach of creating mappings from relational database schema to RDF, using the existing application logic ensures a tighter integration with a content management system, an increased resistance to database schema changes as the software evolves and allows us to use existing facilities of CMS engines such as caching and access control.

Web applications such as online community site engines can be regarded as a special case where function calls are well documented and development of extensions is encouraged. This enables us to use existing API calls when exporting data in a machine-readable form. Two different approaches (direct and indirect) for generating RDF gives us a choice and further research may be needed to
determine what is the best decision in each situation.

We only looked at exporting specific information contained within online community sites and did not aim at answering arbitrary queries over RDF. When in need to answer arbitrary SPARQL queries, a hybrid approach - using the application logic to access the database and defining mappings from these API calls to RDF - may be interesting.
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